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Abstract

This paper presents two results on intersymbol interferences in baseband digital communication over an additive white 
Gaussian noise channel-the interferences due to mismatched square-root raised-cosine filters, in which the filters have dif
ferent roll-off factors, and/or due to sampling-time jitter. The result for the mismatched filters is that even the jitter-free 
sampling causes intersymbol interference and it is negligibly small for a wide range of signal-to-noise ratio up to 10 dB, for 
the roll-off factor ranging from 0.2 to 0.5, the mismatch loss being within 0.1 dB from the optimum at around IO* 6. For 
jitter interference an approximation formula for the bit error probability is derived in case of the matched filters, which 
shows how the roll-off factors and the amount of jitter affect the system performance. The formula is reasonably accurate.

I. Introduction

Consider a baseband digital communication system de
scribed in Figure 1. The source emits, with equal probabil
ity, either 1 or -1 in every T second and its output 
denoted by {才箫；…o is assumed to be independent identic
ally distributed (iid) random sequence with the alphabet 
{1, — 1). The transmitter is basically a pulse-shaping fil

ter with the impulse response hs(t). The output s(t) of the 
transmitter pulse-shaping filter excited by the source se
quence is transmitted over the channel, which adds a con
tinuous-time random noise n(t) to s(t). The receiver 
consists of a receiver filter, a sampler, and a decision 
block. The receiver filter with the impulse response hr(t) 
takes in the signal r(0, the sum of the transmitted signal 
«£) and the channel noise n(t). The sampler samples the 
output z(t) of the receiver filter at nominal time i - IT to 
produce z(lT), which is compared with a preset threshold 
y to estimate the transmitted source sequence. We will 
use 7 = 0 in the analysis since it is the optimum threshold 
in the sense that it gives the smallest average bit error 
probability.

Problem Statement The decision for A*  is based on the sam
pled output of the receiver filter hr(t). In this paper we 
are concerned with performance degradation due to two 

different kinds of interference reflected in the bit error 
probability 户(E) 스 Pi■(总 # 心) of the baseband antipodal 

communication system where a raised-cosine pulse-shap
ing filter is used. We pursue this problem in the presence 
of a Gaussian channel noise. The pulse-shaping filter hs(t) 
and the receiver filter hr(t) in this paper are individually 
of a square-root raised-cosine characteristic and the over

all response ho(t) 스 hs(t) * hr(t) constitutes a raised-cosine 
filter.

(1) Intersymbol Interference due to Mismatched Filters
One of the two problems dealt with in the paper is the 

effect of interference due to the mismatch of the roll-off 
factors of the transmitter and the receiver filters. For this 
mismatch interference we deal separately with perfect 
sampling-timing, which we will call jitter-free sampling, 
and with imperfect sampling-timing. The advantage of 
separate dealing is that one can see the direct cause and 
effect from a clearer viewpoint. This kind of mismatch 
occurs when a receiver is to be used for various transmit
ters with different roll-off factors in their respective pulse
shaping filters. A practical situation where the mismatch 
between the transmitter and the receiver roll-off factors 
occurs is the digital broadcasting systems via satellites. 
Here several satellites broadcast through pulse-shaping 
filters with different roll-off factors, while subscribers1 re
ceiver uses a filter with a fixed roll-off factor, e.g., 0.35. 
The fixed roll-off factor at the receiver is amenable to the 
mass production of the receiver sets at the sacrifice of bit 
error probability.
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(2) Intersymbol Interference due to Sampling-Time Jitter 

in a Matched Filtered System

The other problem considered is the intersymbol inter
ference due to sampling-time jitter in a matched filtered 
system. In a practical digital communication system, im
perfect timing is bound to occur in the sampling of the 
receiver filter output. Hence the sampling-time will not be 
at integer multiples of the source symbol duration T. This 
sampling-time jitter causes the system to suffer inter
symbol interference and to lose the performance in error 
probability. This paper captures jitter as a random vari
able and quantifies the effect of jitter in the form of an 
approximation formula for the bit error probability. This 
form니a is obtained from the linear approximation of the 
Taylor scries expansion of the impulse response of the 
overall filter.

Previous work for sampling-time jitter has been reported 
in the literature, c.g., [1, 2, 3] among others. For the case 
of binary signaling over an additive white Gaussian noise 
channel, Lindsey and Simon in [1] discuss the jitter effect 
on the bit error probability as a function of signal-to-noise 
ratio for various degree of jitter. There the correlator syn
chronization error effect is discussed for baseband signals 
in an integrate-and-dump type of environment: nonreturn- 
to-zero pulses, the Manchester code, rcturn-to-zero signals, 
and the Miller code. Since the channel bandwidth is im
plicitly ass니med to be unlimited, the effect of jitter is lim
ited at most to three source bits. Huang and el al. in [2] 
deals with pulses in connection with intersymbol inter
ference and jitter. Raised cosine and/or square-root 
raised cosine filters are discussed as a method of relieving 
the adverse effect of sampling-time jitter and a general in
troduction can be found in [3] among others.

This paper resembles [1] in that the purpose and results 
are in the same vein, but differs from the previous work 
including [1] in that herein is studied (i) the effect of 
mismatched square-root raised-cosine filters in jitter-free 
sampling and (ii) the sampling-time jitter in a square-root 
raised-cosine filtered system, as opposed to an integrate- 
and-dump environment. And to the best of authors' know
ledge, there has been no report on the study of the effect 
of the mismatch in square-root raised-cosine filters on the 
bit error probability and the derivation of an approxim
ation form니a for the intersymbol interference in the con
text considered herein.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 
2 preliminaries are discussed；in Section 3 the mismatched 
square-root raised-cosine filters with jitter^free sampling 
are considered and numerical res니ts are presented ； in 

Section 4 intersymbol interference d나e to jitter is con
sidered and an approximation formula is derived for the 
bit error probability ； and the conclusions follow in Sec
tion 5.

II. Preliminaries

The goals of this paper are to study the effect of the roll
off factor mismatch on 나le error probability P(£) 스 Pr(Y*  
子对 in the case of jitter-free sampling, and to derive an 
approximation formula for the intersymbol interference 
due to jitter in the case of matched filters. To derive an 
expression for P(E) consider the output s(t) of the pose
shaping filter hs(t) in Figure 1 d나e to the source sequence 

m}：

8
.s(t) = £ Xths(t-kT).

A：--- —M

Then the receiver filter output is given as follows:

z(t) = (s(t) + 72。)) * /虹(t) 
oo

=E Xkh，s(t — kT) * + n(£) * hjt),

where n(t) is assumed to be an additive white Gaussian 
noise with the double-sided power spectral density func

tion Sn(f) = and to be independent of the source {A畐.

For notational convenience let h0(t) and Hr(t) be defined 
as f이lows：如(£)스/点)*/必),  and 步。)스汹)* 如，). Then, 
since hs(t — kT)*  hr(t) = h0{t ~kT), 나le receiver filter output 
z(t) can be written as

oo
z(t) = £ xkh()(t - kT) + nr(t).

X x 니丿

Without the loss of generality due to the strict sense stat- 
ionarity of \Xk\ and n(t), we can carry out the analysis 
for random variable and the resulting bit error pro
bability will be valid for an arbitrary k. Therefore, we will 
assume that the source bit Xo is transmitted and that the 
decision for Xo is based on z(t) sampled at t-Q. The as
sumption of sampling at ^ = 0 would be appropriate for a 
system with accurate sampling-time acquisition. Then the 
decision for X。will be

卩 f 1， if 40) > 0,

[-1, if z(0) < 0.

The decision variable z(0) = 2(Z)l/ = o can be broken into 
several terms: from (1)
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z(Q)= £ *0 。(一敏)+说(0)
k= — oo

00 ⑵
= &知(0)+ £； x浦。(一서r)+ 相0), 

fc=-oo
衅0

where the first term is due to the corresponding source 
message bit the second the source bits other than Xa, 
and the last the noise. The second term is the intersymbol 
interference. At the design stage the overall filter h0(t) is 
chosen so that ho(t — kT) at the nominal sampling-time t - 
沥"，i.e., jitter-free sampling-time, is zero except t~kT. This 
condition is the Nyquist condition for zero intersymbol 
interference [3]. A class of filters satisfying the Nyquist 
condition is raised-cosine filters, whose impulse responses 
are of the fonn of

sin(7rt/T,) cos^at/T) 
九(丿=~ 7rt/T l -4a2t2/T2' (3)

where a is called the roll-off factor and it takes on values 
from the interval [0, 1].

IH. Mismatch Intersymbol Interference

We have found out that the overall response does not 
satisfy the Nyquist condition for zero intersymbol inter
ference when the filters of the transmitter and the receiver 
have different roll-off factors. To see this let a and £ de
note the roll-off factors of the transmitter and the receiver 
square-root raised-cosine filters, respectively. Then overall 
frequency response H0{f) is the product Hgtf) of 
the transmitter filter Ha(f) and 나le receiver filter 

each of which is of a square-root raised-cosine characteri
stic. The overall impulse response h0{f) is given as follows.

씟誓쁙生浮
邕顽QE+w罪) 

专그0邕* 3)。

— sin(7rr) (sinc(m(T + ：。— sinc(m(T - 으

+ ； 77i cos(ttt) ^sinc(m(r + 느刊+血—存)),

(4)

where M=max{a, £}, m소min{次, and x^t/T. This ex
pression reduces to (3), when Eb -1 and 々=0, as it should.

We note that, when a*  角 h(lT) can be nonzero for 
nonzero integer n. Therefore, in such cases, it violates the 
Nyquist condition for zero intersymbol interference and 

hence incurs intersymbol interference even for jitter-free 
sampling. As a specific example, let's consider the case of 
a= \ and £=0.5. For jitter-free sampling, i.e., 力 그〃", the over
all response sampled at such time instants h0(lT) equals

1 + cos("r)) (sine (上提)

from which it can be seen that h0(lT) - 0 for I = ±2? +1 
for integer i but nonzero otherwise. For example,

/io(0) = 흐)、[瓦 M 0.9745辰,

8
/io(±2T) = (으吳찌 + 理찌)、/瓦 r 0.()155\/瓦 

彳7T 彳7T

The bit error probability P(E) in아tiding 나le roll-off fac
tor mismatch intersymbol interference in case of jitter-free 
sampling is obtained from (2) and (4), using the fact that 

&r(0) is Gaussian with mean 0 and variance 스으 - this is 
2

found through a standard linear system approach, con
ditioning on iid equiprobable random vector (X~L X-i 
X\ …and taking the limit as the truncation length L 
of filters grows arbitrarily large.

戶(E) = lim Pl(E),

where

R(E) 으 * E 巧㈤x),
•瓦)

/膈(0) + £ h0(kT)(x_k + xk) 
Pl(E|x) g Q (---------스」尸---------- ⑸

where the sum is taken over all the possible sequences X 
= -1, 1 }2Z； the 2匕-tuple Cartesian
product of { - 1, 1}. We expect that P(E) ~ P^E) for a 
large L.

Figure 2 아lows /Z(E) with L = 6. This choice of L ef
fectively equals L = a The receiver roll-off factor B is 
chosen to be 0.35, a common practice in digital satellite 
communication. The transmitter roll-off factor a is chosen 
to be 0.2, 0.35 and 0.5. There are three curves closely 
spaced together. The matched case 4=5 = 0.35 reduces

I 2Ef,
Pl(E) to the optimum bit error probability 0( J----- ) for

V No 
binary signaling, which is represented by the bottom curve. 

From these curves we can say that the mismatch inter- 

2Eb
symbol interference is negligibly small for —— M 10 dB, 

M
at which the mismatch interference is approximately within 
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20% of the optimum bit error probability in the case of a 
-0.2, and 12% in the case of a-0.5. However, 나le inter
symbol interference grows with the signal-to-noise ratio. 
The reason for the growth is explained as following. For a 
moderate signal-to~noise ratio, the error due to the channel 
noise is dominant in the bit error probability over that 
due to the mismatch interference. Referring to (4) and 
(5), we note that the mismatch intersymbol interference 

occurs in 나】。same proportion to Eb/NQ. On 나搶 other hand 

the noise affects less and less as the signal-to-noise ratio 
improves. Therefore, the mismatch interference gradually 
gains dominance over the channel noise as the signal-to- 
noise ratio increases.

Even with the growing mismatch interference, the result
ing loss in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio at Pl(E) = 

IO-6 is within 0.1 dB for a-0.2 and 0.5. Since this loss is equ
ivalent to the energy increase of 2 to 3% (1015 = 1.0233), 
one can decide favorably to pursue hardware simplicity at 
the cost of this slight increase in the signal energy.

From these observations, it is concluded that the mis
match interference can be ignored for a wide range of the 
signal-to-noise ratio and the signal energy can be barga
ined for hardware simplicity.

IV. Jitter Intersymbol Interference and Its 
Approximation

Imperfect timing due to jitter in the sampling of the re
ceiver filter output causes the system to suffer intersymbol 
interference and hence to lose the performance in error 
probability. A reasonable approach to capturing jitter is to 
model the sampling-time as a random sequence. An example 
of such approach is to take the sampling time as

= mT + J7,i,

where ｛丿血｝；=_由 is an iid Gaussian random sequence with 
mean 0 and variance 房.

We are concerned with the evaluation of the bit error 
probability P(E) 스 Pr(丸乂 *%)  with the following transmit

ter and receiver filters: hs(t) =Eb and hr(.t)-奴，(£), 
where is the impulse response of the square-root ra
ised-cosine filter and Eb accounts for the energy of the 
transmitted signal per bit. Then the overall filter impulse 
response h0(t) is given by

眼(t)= h$(t) * hT｛t) = \/瓦

where is a raised-cosine filter given in (3). Then we 
proceed with stationarity of ｛X为｝ and n(t｝ as in jitter-free 

sampling in Section 3 to evaluate

尸(E) = Pr(X0 # Xo) = Pr (我姑)< 0 | Xo = 1),

where the decision variable z(to) is the sampled output of 
z(t) sampled at ta-0-T +J0- In the remainder we let J 
denote the random variable Jo for the notational simplic
ity. Then

oc
z(J) = Xkho(J - kT) + nr(J),

k — — oo

where 冷(《/) is a Gaussian random variable with mean 0

,. N q
and variance ---- .

2

If we take the tnmcalion of the filters into account, the 
decision variable z(J) in (4) becomes

L
z(丿)=Xo&(丿)+ £ XWJ - kT) ⑹

k— - L
坪()

where hrU) is a Gaussian random variable obtained from 
the truncated receiver filter:

”.「(J) ― * 7L(이

where hrU) is the truncated receiver filter. In the paper 
we will use the truncation length L —6 so that nrU) may 
be virtually equal to 为(丿).

Now we apply the Taylor series expansion of h0(t) at t 
= k「.

where h^XkT) is the n-th order derivative of with re
spect to t evaluated at t = kT. Keeping the first two terms 
of the series will yield a Taylor-scries approximation h0(t) 
of i.e.,

으 ho(kT) + h'0(kT)(t - kT) around t — kT

The decision variable z(J) in (6) can be approximated by

L
2(j) = Xo/i„(O) + £ + X"

■ 
L

+ 《(必様)+nr(J).
k—1

We now define PdE) to he the following approximation 
of 나｝e bit error probability P(、E):

/%(E)gPr (z(J) <0).

Then, by conditioning on (X-L ■■- X-”％ ••-幻)=X we find

R.(E) = £ < 이x)F(x)
XW. f ■■ J-.-U'l
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=晟 E P(知)<0|x),
x = (^_t |Xr X£)

where the sum is taken over all the possible sequences X 
_ (xx-,X] — 1 and where is used 나le iid
equiprobable property of source {Xk}. Since J and nr(J) 
are independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables 
with respective variances crj andPr(z(J)<0|X) is found 
to be

L
、/프 (시。) +，火(*幻(  j + m)) 

q(——二―白-------------- r)

1 In case of 2ak = ±1, use the limit value
ME 、序、 ° 临信(-l)*cos(m)/詛-1)%
h'„(kTy. 0 v瓦才쁘舗It 営竄 直m两再 =

[卷 j - Er + [11 2 
k=l

It is worth mentioning several special cases, where the 
above expression reduces to simpler formulas.

(a) Matched roll-off factors and jitter-free sampling
(b) Matched roll-off factors
(c) Jitter-free sampling

Channel Noise SamplingSourc。

Transmitter Filter Receiver Filter Detector

Figure 1. A block diagram of a digital communiation system

(a)Mahrhed roll-off factors and jitter-free sampling In this 
case we have ho(t) a raised-cosine filter and therefore 加(0) 
=4Eb and MkT) = 0 for all ^ = ±1, ±2, .... Also since jit

ter-free sampling means that = we have the optimum 

Fig나re 2. The bit error probability Pl(E) of mismatched raised- 
cosine filter pairs with the truncation length L = 6

PdE) = Q( 2Eb

(b) Matched roll-off factors This case corresponds to ho 
(0) = x/£*  and h^kT) = 0 for all ^ = ±1, ±2, .... The effect 
of intersymbol interference due to jitter can be studied.

(c) Jitter-free sampling This case corresponds to(Ty = 0. 
In fact this case has been considered in detail in the pre
vious section.

In the following two subsections we focus on two cases 
where first the roll-ofT factors are matched a = B and se
condly the mismatched roll-off factors are combined with 
sampling-jitter.

4.1 The Case of Matched R이I-off Factors
In this subsection we focus on the case of matched roll-

Figure 3. The bit error probability P(E) from simulation and its 
approximation P(E) for the jitter-to-symbol duration 

ratio 우 =0.01, 0.05 and 0.1: the roll-off factor a=0.35 

and the truncation length L~6

Table 1. The h샤eT) and h0\kT) for the raised-cosine filter with roll-ofT factor a

k — 0 k — ±1, ±2,... ,
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off factors. For the raised-cosine filter hAt)-h{t) we obtain
Tabic 1. Using the table yields

&(E) = 寿 £ &(끼X),
2广" L—*x 5 (r ( - :r

where

&(E|x) =Q(]----- ;------如-----------

' 顷学 £ L-U号写將产느)，+ 席
I: I

In case that the truncation length L is large, for example

-) A/ o ~
L24, tr； essentially equals . With this assumption PL 

(E) is rewritten as follows.

组

R,(/기x) = Q f----------―厂一 y :一一—— , I. (7)
\、[ 2Ei, ( a,如(T)*  *侦侦幻(£“ - a) j 1' /

「瓦"3R —- 灯1一1“硕勺 ]+ l]

Figure 3 shows the accuracy of 瓦(E) in (7) for the case of 

the roll-off factor " = 0.35, a common practice in digital 
satellite communication, and the Indication length L = 6. 
The amount of jitter is specified in terms of the jitter-to- 

symbol d나ration ratio 으■, for which the following three 

values are 아】osen：0.01, 0.05 and 0.1. The three solid lines 
are obtained from the evaluation of the approximation 
formula (7), while the dotted lines arc obtained from an ex
tensive simulation using random number generation. Fig- 
나re 3 shows general agreement between the approximation

formula and the simulation results for 으 =0.01 and 0.05 
T

for a wide range of the signal-to-noise ratio of 0 to 10 dB.

(For the case of 으 = 0.01 the formula and the simulation 
T

are virtually indistinguishable and hence only the solid 
line is visible in the figure. These two also virtually co- 

incide with the optimum bit error probability Q( 2Eb、
瓦'

the reason for which will be explained subsequently.) For
Oj

-〒-0.01 the approximation stays well within 2% of the
玖

simulation result for 二一 - 0 to 10 dB, the wh이e range that

has been considered. For ~ = 0.05 the approximation stays
玖

within 5% of the simulation result for 二一up to 9 dB and
No

Ebat —— = 10 it is 30% greater than the simulation. Even forNo 

the case

w 뜨
Vo

of 으' = 0.1 the two lines are in good agreement 

up to 8 dB, after which the discrepancy grows and

玖
reaches 나)e factor of 2 at -----= 10 dB.

No
From these observations we con이ude that the approxi

mation formula is reasonably accurate for a wide range 
of the signal-to-noisc ratio up to 10 dB and for the jitter- 
to-symbol duration ratio up to considerably large 0.05. 
Upon accepting this conclusion, we can take a closer look 
at the formula 瓦(E) in (7) for the various factors involved 

in the intersymbol interference induced by jitter. These 

factors are (a) the jitter-to-symbol duration ratio 으 , (b)

the signal-to-noise ratio
玖
---- ,(c) the roll-off factor a, 
M)

and (d) the truncation length L.
Among these factors, the jitter-to-symbol duration ratio 

tjj
— plays the most important r이e in the sense that, if it is 

zero, then all the other factors are completely nullified - 
this case corresponds to jitter-free sampling and reduces 
the approximation formula to the optimum bit error 
probability of binary antipodal signalling. For a nonzero

으 all the other factors 이aim their roles. However, if ~
T T 

is so small that the first term of the square-rooted the de
nominator in (7)-the intersymbol interference term-is 
negligible compared with the second tenn - the channel noise 
tenn, then for a wide range of the signal-to-noise ratios

Pl(e) - 2(
2 Eb
—二一),one example of which is shown in 
N()

Figure 3 for 우 —0.01. For a significantly large 우 (i) the 

effect of intersymbol interference is still small, compared 
with the channel noise, for a small signal-to-noise ratio, e.g., 

Eb .
二— W 3 dB, and hence the approximation formula is close 
시。

to the optimum bit error probability, but (ii) it grows with 
恥

and becomes dominant over the channel noise. (Also 
N() 

the approximation formula begins to lose the accuracy
玖 

because the combined effect of the jitter and ―二—is too
No

great to be captured in the first-order Taylor series ap
proximation. This phenomenon is noticeable in Figure 3 
at around 10 dB.)

The roll-off factor also affects the intersymbol inter
ference. For example, with the same source sequence (x_L 
••- x - ••• X/_), the contributions to the intersymbol inter
ference, in the worst case of x~k= —Xk for k= 1, L、is 
for "=1 is much sm이]er than that for a - 0 for L = 6, 
these two are 0.5878 and 24.01 respectively. This example
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clearly shows that a larger roll-ofT factor has a smaller 
overall intersymbol interference. Of course this has been 
the principal idea of introducing raised-cosine filters.

Figure 4. The bit error probability P(E) from simulation and its 
approximation f(E) for the jitter-to-symbol duration

ratio 으 -0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 : the roll-off factor pair

(0.2, 0.35) and the truncation length L = 6

Figure 5. The bit error probability P(E) from simulation and its 
approximation P(E) for the jitterto-symbol duration 

ratio 으 =0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 :the roll-off factor pair 

(0.5, 0.35) and the truncation length L~6

The truncation length L also affects the intersymbol in
terference as it is the upper limit in the summation in the 
intersymbol interference term in (7). The larger the trunc
ation length, the larger intersymbol interference may re
sult. This makes sense because a larger truncation length 
in the time domain is equivalent to a smaller bandwidth 
in frequency and a smaller bandwidth is more likely to 
cause more interference.

4.2 The Case of Mismatched R이I-off Factors with Sam

pling-Jitter
For the case where the roll-off factors are mismatched 

and sampling-jitter exists, we present the numerical res니Is 
in Figures 4 and 5. All the the res니ts are for £ = 6, and 
the roll-off factor pairs are (02 0.35) and (0.5, 0.35). The 
corresponding values for ho(kT) and hoXkT) are tabulated 
in Table 2. These figures show that the overall perfor
mance trend is the same as in the case of the matched 
roll-off factor *=0.35  in Figure 3, and that the approx
imation formula seems accurate for up to 10 dB for the 

case of — 0.05 (especially so for larger receiver roll-ofT 

factors 0.35 and 0.5) and up to 8 dB for ~- = 0.1. We 

note that the mismatched performance of p = 0.5 is better 
than the matched performance of £ = 0.35 in the case of 

으 =0.1, which is rather s다rprising in that a mismatched 

filter outperforms a matched one. This performance in
version is due to large sampling jitter because it does not 
happen for small jitter. This finding makes 니s believe that 
in case of a large degree of jitter the larger receiver roll
off factor is better than the matched roll-off fa이or.

V. Conclusions

This paper addresses intersymbol interferences in a ra
ised-cosine filtered digit시 communication system: the mis

Table 2. The values of ho(kT) and k0 \kT) for various roll-off factor pairs (a,仞

(0.2,0.35) (0.35,0.35)
k 씌소끄 哗J h^kT} 乩（®、）

弋武 污

() 9.9343 x 10'1 0 1 0

1 5.3807 x 10T —9.3906 x 10"1 0 -8.9018 X 10-1

2 -2.3570 x IO-3 3.8708 x lO^1 0 3.0614 x 10 -1

3 -1.1465 x 1(厂3 -1.8371 x 10'1 0 - 9.6548 x 1()7

4 3.6812 x 1(厂3 8.1073 x 10~2 0 1.1294 x 1(广 2

5 -4.4075 x IL -2.7349 x 10~2 0 1.2571x10-2

6 3.4099 x It*  1 5866 x 10~3 0 -9.5258 x 1(广3

(0.5,0.35)

9.9539 x 101
2.6174 x 1(厂3

1.2978 x 1。-3

-3.2972 x 1CL
1.9937 x 1(厂3

5.0804 x 1()T 

-1.5007 x 10~3

0

—8.5158 x 10"1

2.5026 x 10-1 
-5.0012 x 10-2 

-1.1483 x IO"

1.4474 x IM 

-2.6802 x IO'3
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match intersymbol interferences in case of jitter-free sam
pling and the jitter intersymbol interferences in case of 
matched- and mismatched-filter systems.

The mismatch intersymbol interference occurs when the 
roll-ofT factors of the transmitter and receiver s아uaierool 
raised-cosine filters arc difTerent. We have observed (i)

所
that, for the signal-to-noise ratio 倉 10 dB, error due 

M)

to the charnel noise is dominant over that due to the 
mismatch interference and that the mismatch interference

occ나rs in the same proportion to , which gains domi- 
N o

nance over the channel noise as the signal-to-noise ratio 
increases, and (ii) that, for this range of the signal-to-noisc 
ratio, the intersymbol interference can be ignored for 
roll-ofT factors between 0.2 and 0.5 and therefore (iii) the 
signal energy can be bargained for hardware simplicity.

The jitter intersymbol interference occurs when the 
sampling-time is out of synchronization with the bit dur
ation. An approximation formula for bit error probability 
is derived from the Taylor series approximation of the over
all filter response. This formula is reasonably accurate for

-쓰 < 1() dB,

and for a considerable jitter-to-symbol duration ratio -〒 

S 0.05. Within the accuracy of the approximation f or
mula, we have identified the factors that affect the amount 
of intersymbol interference : these factors are the jitter-to- 

symbol duration ratio 으 : the signal-to-noise ratio 쁘f

a wide range of the signal-to-noise ratio

the the roll-off factor a of the raised-cosine filter；and the 
truncation length L.

The accuracy of the approximation formula will make 
it useful in studying the intersymbol interference as it can 
replace time-consuming simulations.
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